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Henry W. Tate (d. 1914), a Tsimshian informant to ethnographer Franz Boas, first wrote these

stories in English before giving Boas Tsimshian equivalents between 1903 and 1913. Boas

published them in the much-consulted ethnology classic, Tsimshian Mythology (1916). In

Ralph Maud’s selection of the best stories, now preserved closer to the way Tate originally

intended, Tate emerges as creative writer.

"Maud acts as restorer, stripping away attitudes and prosody to reveal the vitality of the original

text."— Vancouver Sun"Maud acts as restorer, stripping away attitudes and prosody to reveal

the vitality of the original text." � Vancouver Sun --This text refers to the paperback edition.From

the Back CoverIn the course of his research for A Guide to B.C. Indian Myth and Legend,

Ralph Maud consulted manuscripts at Columbia University Library of the stories that Henry W.

Tate, a Tsimshian, sent to Franz Boas during the decade 1903-13. Maud was struck by the fact

that Tate first wrote the stories in English before providing a Tsimshian equivalent for Boas,

and that the style of storytelling was much more vibrant and compelling in these original

English texts than in the versions Boas "cleaned up" and published in Tsimshian Mythology

(1916). Boas' monumental compilation of heavily revised texts has long been a much-consulted

"classic" of ethnology. Through Maud's selection of the best of Tate's original stories, we can

hear the animated writer behind Boas' revised texts - texts now presented in the authentic

voice of Tate's original tellings. Each of the stories, and the extensive Raven Cycle, are

provided with introductions and notes by the editor. --This text refers to the paperback

edition.About the AuthorHenry TateHenry Wellington Tate (circa 1860 – 1914) was an oral

historian from the Tsimshian First Nation in British Columbia, Canada, best known for his work

with the anthropologist Franz Boas. In Transmission Difficulties: Franz Boas and Tsimshian

Mythology, the literary historian Ralph Maud expands further on the relationship between

Henry Tate and Franz Boas.Ralph MaudRalph Maud is the author of Charles Olson Reading

(1996) and the editor of The Selected Letters of Charles Olson (2000.) He has edited much of

Dylan Thomas’s work, including The Notebook Poems 1930–1934 and The Broadcasts, and is

co-editor, with Walford Davies, of Dylan Thomas: The Collected Poems, 1934–1953 and Under

Milk Wood. Maud is also the editor of The Salish People: Volumes I, II, III & IV by pioneer

ethnographer Charles Hill-Tout. In addition, he has done extensive work on the translation

collaboration between Henry W. Tate and Franz Boas, including the book, Transmission

Difficulties: Franz Boas and Tsimshian Mythology. --This text refers to the paperback

edition.Read more
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IntroductionFort Simpson, later Port Simpson, near the present-day Prince Rupert, B.C., was

named after the Hudson Bay’s chief trader on the Pacific coast, Aemilius Simpson. By the time

of Henry Tate’s birth there, it was an “old” establishment of a quarter of a century’s trading, and

had long been a focus of activity for many of the Tsimshian tribes of the Skeena River, who

lived part of the year around the stockade in large rectangular cedar-plank houses.We can only

guess at Tate’s birth date. He was probably still a teenager at the time of William Ridley’s

arrival from the Punjab in 1879 to take over the duties of Bishop of Caledonia. Tate must have

worked with Ridley for some years on the translation of the Gospels into Tsimshian prior to its

publication in 1886, for his subsequent work for Franz Boas shows that he had learnt the

Ridley orthography very thoroughly. “No missionary can be dull among the Zimshian Indians,”

wrote the good Bishop in his Snapshots from the North Pacific (London 1903). “They have an

alertness of mind and purpose which forbids stagnation.” He must have had someone in mind

when he said this, and it could have been Henry W. Tate.Tate’s middle initial stands for

“Wellington”—a name that was possibly acquired at the time of his adoption by Arthur

Wellington (Clah), when he was given the status of “sister’s son” within the matrilinear system

of the Tsimshians. We know about the adoption because Boas mentions it in the notes to

Tsimshian Mythology (1916:500). Its significance lies in the sequence of events which

produced from Henry Tate’s pen the Tsimshian texts of that mas sive volume. George Hunt,

Boas’s trusted Kwakiutl informant, told Boas that if he wanted Tsimshian history and lore he

should contact Arthur Wellington (Clah). Hunt was right that Clah was the most notable and

verbal of living Tsimshian, but he was quite wrong to think that Clah would or could cooperate

in writing down Tsimshian myths on paper. What we have of Clah’s manuscripts shows not

only a great difficulty with English constructions but also a total commitment to furthering the

missionary work of the inspired William Duncan. When Clah received Boas’s letter of 15 April

1903 he was probably about to go off to do some lay preaching somewhere, to eradicate

heathen thoughts from the minds of the populace. Fortunately, he did not tear up Boas’s letter:

he handed it to Henry Tate.We would know a good deal more about Tate if his first letter,

introducing himself to Boas, were extant. As it is, we know hardly anything about him except

that, like everybody else, he went up to the Nass every year for the olachen run and did his

summer fishing, and that, unlike anybody else, he could write a good clear Tsimshian story in



passable English. In the ten years from 1903 until his death in 1913, he mailed to Boas in New

York about two thousand pages of interlinear text in English and Tsimshian, a most impressive

achievement. Even William Beynon, who does not praise easily, told Marius Barbeau that Tate

“did not have the full confidence of all his informants...nor money to pay them. In spite of that

he seems to have done well” (letter of 19 March 1918).Beynon stresses an important point.

Tate was not given money by Boas for informants; he was paid by the page. So he wrote. And

who knows how much of what he wrote came out of his own creative talent? Boas does not

entertain the possibility that Tate can be anything more than a transmitter of tribal knowledge;

and when he publishes the stories, first in Tsimshian Texts (1912) and then in the

“monumental” Tsimshian Mythology (1916) Boas seems only concerned to enter them as raw

data for an extensive analysis of myth motifs and culture. A more broadly appreciative view

seems called for. Indeed, the reason for the present volume is the acute dissatisfaction one

experiences with Boas’s published texts after one has seen Tate’s actual manuscript pages.1

They are much more vivid and engaging than the normalization to standard English in the fare

Boas has offered us. Although there are questions of accuracy and distortion that arise in

connection with Boas’s methodology, this edition is not concerned with detailing previous error,

but with simply freeing Tate from the previous restraint. The aim is to present the interested

reader with the best of Tate’s texts as found in the original manuscripts, with all their attractive

spontaneity, the unpremeditated writing of someone from an oral tradition diving headlong into

a new written medium.The curious thing is that, while Tate obviously spoke and thought in

Tsimshian and therefore had these stories in his head in his native language, when he came to

write them down for Boas, he wrote them in English first, then supplied the Tsimshian

equivalent interlinearly afterwards. This is perfectly clear from a perusal of the documents.

Once Boas realized what Tate was doing, he asked him not to (letters of 22 May 1905 and 26

September 1905). Boas wanted the Tsimshian to be the primary text, but Tate, for whatever

reason, continued writing the English first as before. So Boas had to make do. Boas’s loss is

our gain, because we have these stories as English compositions, not as translations.2The

editor asks the reader’s trust in the validity of the editorial decisions that produced the final

form of the texts on the following pages. There has been a small amount of correction of

spelling, punctuation, and grammar. A very small amount. How little has been emended will

appear from the myriad non-standard constructions deliberately left in the narratives. If some,

why were there not more changes made? It seemed that the quick life of the pieces was

contained in the precise actual phrasing, which was not to be disturbed except to avoid

something very confusing. Tate’s unusual diction was interesting and valuable, but fidelity to

mere scribal errors would be misplaced. The aim was to leave Tate’s idiosyncracies

substantially intact, while silently caring to adjust what was too annoying. The reader should

trust that there is not a word in these pages that is not Tate's—there may be plenty of

punctuation and capital letters that are not.There is another motive besides “quaintness” for

leaving Tate’s sentences awkward, if they are. It slows down the reading. These stories told in

the traditional fireside setting were enunciated deliberately, with emphatic pauses. There was

no rush. If the “substandard” grammar makes it difficult for the reader to skim along the surface

of these texts, then all to the good. The editor has shaped the text on the page to the same

end: to suggest by means of the white spaces that an important part of the story’s value is in its

unhurried pace.3 Tate does not himself provide any paragraphing; he cannot imagine that we

will not know how to obey the movement of the narrative. How can the printed page offer the

story a proper telling? How can it give the story time to sink in? To somehow interrupt the

normal flow of the line is perhaps the only way. White space. Plus the use of italics for those



sentences or paragraphs where Tate is standing outside his story and commenting on it.One

other thing: Tate’s titles are sometimes very curious. The editor has provided an additional title

for each of the stories, for convenience and in some cases to reflect more accurately what

seems to be the focus of the tale. The editor has also attempted to group the stories into

appropriate genre types, as a way of intimating to the reader the broad intention behind a story.

The headnotes and footnotes may provide some useful information, but they are mainly a way

of indicating one reader’s appreciation of Tate’s achievement.The above summarizes the extent

of the interference with the text. The editor has otherwise not come between Tate and his

readers. Here are the best of his stories4 as he wrote them in his corner of Port Simpson,

B.C.Ralph MaudNotes1 Columbia University Special Collections Library has the great majority

of the extant Tate manuscripts, with just one story manuscript each at the American

Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, and the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. The

editor acknowledges indebtedness to these institutions for access to the Tate collections and

for permission to publish: “The Deserted Youth” from the American Philosophical Society, “Son,

Moon, and Fog” from the Smithsonian, and the remainder from Columbia.2 This means that

the editor, who is not a linguist, can presume to present them in their most authentic form,

which is English. The Tsimshian line has not, however, been ignored; and help was gratefully

received from experts in the field, John A. Dunn and Margaret Seguin.3 Although the editor

has appreciated very much the work of Dell Hymes in revealing the prosodic structure of story-

tellings, the lay-out of the Tate stories here is not Hymesian. Hymes’s book, "In Vain I Tried To

Tell You" (1981) shows that linguistic markers inherent in all languages are signposts that allow

for stories that would normally appear as blocks of prose to be arranged with more fidelity as

verse lines; but the method requires such expertise in languages and such persistence in

analysis that we can expect to see in this form only fairly short pieces done by a limited

number of scholars. The editor’s arrangement of Tate’s text on these pages is merely an

instinctive response to perceived dramatic requirements within the text.4 It is unfortunate that,

after the publication of Tsimshian Mythology (1916), several hundred pages of the Tate

manuscripts were separated from the collection, and are missing. Some of Tate’s best work

was therefore not available for this edition.

ANIMALS AND HUMANS

The Porcupine HunterThe porcupines have decided to impose their own ecological rules of

game management. This hunter is getting entirely too rich through mass marketing of

porcupine meat. “Don't kill so many.” The point is driven home by a nightmare—a product of the

hunter’s uneasy conscience, if you will. It is quilled into him.As a matter of fact, good authority

has it that, despite popular lore, porcupines cannot throw their quills. The hunter’s face would

only get pincushioned if he were shortsighted and had to peer at a porcupine closely. Then

indeed he would need a miracle ointment, for the quills have teeth that make it almost

impossible to draw them from flesh. Much of the passion of this story is in the irrepressible

desire of the narrator to tell the good news about the antidote—which would seem, however, to

have its olfactory downside. Not to forget the freshly chewed greenery for the complexion. And

don't eat young porcupine heads. Oh, the story is full of good advice.The advice seems to be

the essence of the matter. The plot is not one that is well-known on the coast; in fact, there are

no analogues recorded. Nevertheless, there are archaic elements: for instance, the porcupine’s

song. Songs in stories are never recent compositions; and this one no doubt belonged

originally in another setting, for the song concerns pronouncing the name not guessing it. It is



the sort of chant that would accompany a shibboleth test. In a war situation, this weeds out

friend from foe. The Ephraimites could pronounce the word only as “sibboleth”; the Bible tells

that 42,000 failed the test.In this story the test is a way of going through what are presumably

common nicknames for Porcupine, ending with a rehabilitation of his chiefly name. The hunter

will have to fail, up to a point, in order to be saved by the archetypal friendly animal, Mouse

Woman, as so many lost souls in these stories are. For the wrong answer he gets quill on his

face. The story-teller can then give us the healing recipe.

The story of Porcupine HunterThere was a great Porcupine hunter in one of the native Village.

Every year he went in the early Fall to hunt some Porcupine, it because their are a rich food in

those days among the natives. Every Fall he has slain so many and dried their meats and fats,

and in the Winter time some stranges people from different Villages come to him and buy the

dried meats from him and he became a very rich man. He has many Valleys for his hunting

grown, and he has build a huts in each valley to dried meats and tallow in each huts. He has

four valleys as his hunting grown. Every year he went to his first camp, and when he slew all

the porcupines, then he went to the next camp, then when he slew them all, he went to another

camp, and so on. He made a good club of Bow-wood1 very hart wood, to clubbed the

Porcupine. After he made smoke in the den of the Porcupine and when the Porcupine ran out

that he clubbed them to slain.Then all the Porcupine

regretful and

distress for this man.Therefore on these last

year of this hunter stard very early in than other Fall. That he went to camp on his four camps,

and this time he has gain a great number of Porcupine slains. And when he had filled his three

huts, then went to the last camp grown too. As he arrived there in the same

day that he went alone to looked over the large rock a little further

above his huts, and when he reached there, then he saw a large

Porcupine a brown fur.Just went round at foot of a

large Spruce tree that stood at the frountof rock

yonder. He ran after it, and he behold a large

door wasalready

opened before him a large fire

burned in the centre of alarge

house who invited him in.So he enter there and they spread a mats on one side

of the fire, and a great chief seated at the real of his house. Then he order to his young men

and said, ran around the Village and invite all them women in my house that I might dance to

welcome my guest.
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